Models of steroid binding based on the minimum deviation of structurally assigned 13C NMR spectra analysis (MiDSASA).
This paper develops a quantitative k-nearest neighbors modeling technique. The technique is used to demonstrate that a compound's biological binding activity to a receptor can be calculated from the minimum of the square root of the sum of squared deviations (SSSD) of a structurally assigned chemical shift on a template between the unknown compound to be predicted and a set of known compounds with known activities. When building models of biological activity, nonlinear relationships are built into the input training data. If a model is developed by selecting only compounds with minimum structurally assigned chemical shift deviations from the unknown compound, some of the nonlinear relationships can be removed. The smaller the total chemical shift deviation between a compound with known activity and another compound with unknown activity, the more likely it will have similar biological, chemical, and physical properties. This means that a model can be produced without rigorous statistics or neural networks. This technique is similar to structure-activity relationship (SAR) modeling, but instead of relying on substructure fragments to produce a model, this new model is based on minimum chemical shift differences on those substructure fragments. We refer to this method as minimum deviation of structurally assigned spectra analysis (MiDSASA) modeling. Modeling by the minimum deviation concept can be applied to other chemoinformatic data analyses such as metabolite concentrations in metabolic pathways for metabolomics research. A MiDSASA template model for 30 steroids binding the corticosterone binding globulin based on the activity factors of the two nearest compounds had a correlation of 0.88. A MiDSASA template model for 50 steroids binding the aromatse enzyme based on the average activity of the four nearest compounds had a correlation of 0.71.